In Viking times the local villagers will have stood on what we now call the Gortmore area and been able to watch the emigrant ships on Binevenagh and to watch the emigrant ships carrying off their kith and kin as they headed out of the Foyle towards the promised refuge of the New World. Today, on Binevenagh, we must be careful to protect the natural world and make sure that our views are protected for the future.

A VICE ON THE HILL

To mark the tenth anniversary of the Causeway Coast & Glens Heritage Trust (CCGHT) and its Award winning visitor Centre, the Trust is hosting an event on Saturday 2nd February 2013.

This event provides an opportunity to meet and celebrate with the members and staff of the Trust and to discuss future opportunities and challenges for the Causeway Coast and Glens. It is hoped that this will be an opportunity to look forward and discuss about the potential for tourism in the area over the next few years. The event is open to all.

The programme is set to include the following:

- A welcome address by the Chairman of the Trust.
- An introduction and overview of the ongoing work of the Trust.
- A keynote speech by a local author.
- A panel discussion on the future of tourism in the area.
- A chance to ask questions and to network with others.

The event will include refreshments and a buffet lunch.
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BINEVENAGH VISITOR CENTRE?
MEET THE FORUM

Baltic Ecologist Worldwide, National Trust for Ancient, Rural, Coastal Parks, North Coast.

Toby Edwards, National Trust Officer and Manager of Glens area. Toby has spent his life exploring the natural landscape of both Co. Antrim and Co. Derry and returns to the Binevenagh AONB to visit his old haunts.

Carol Kelly joined the Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council in February 2009 as the Causeway Coast & Glens officer within the Estate, Tourism and Environment Group. Carol is responsible for the management of the 1100 hectares of nature reserves, associated woodland areas and the Limavady Downhill Demesne, under the Causeway Coast & Glens Borough Council. Carol has an extensive background in environmental management including 8 years in the management of the Binevenagh AONB and held positions in both the Causeway Coast & Glens Borough Council and the National Trust. Her current responsibilities in the role include the implementation and enforcement of the management plans for 3 of the National Trust’s 1100 hectares of nature reserves within the Causeway Coast & Glens area. Carol has been awarded £31,000 under the NGO Challenge Fund to deliver the New Walking Trails at Gortmore, a project which focuses on the geological resource of the Glens area. Three of these projects are located within the Binevenagh AONB.

Who’s Who?

The Causeway Coast & Glens Heritage Trust has been awarded £31,000 under the NGO Challenge Fund to deliver the New Walking Trails at Gortmore. These new trails are being created as part of the CCGHT’s ten year development initiative, funded by the NGO Challenge Fund. The project is located within the Binevenagh AONB and will benefit the local community and visitors alike. The new walking trails will showcase the diverse range of habitats and wildlife found in the region, including the iconic Binevenagh Ash and the renowned Magilligan dune system, noted for its rare and unique nature. The project aims to provide accessible and enjoyable walkways for all ages, encouraging people to explore the natural landscapes and heritage sites of the Binevenagh area. The new walking trails will also help to promote environmental awareness and encourage further conservation efforts.

New Walking Trails at Gortmore!

CROPPING IN CONJUNCTION WITH LIMAVADY BROUGHCOUNCIL HAS ESTABLISHED A GRAZING SCHEME IN THE BINEVENAGH AONB.

Located within the internationally-renowned Magilligan dune system, noted for its rare and unique nature, this conservation initiative is funded by the NGO Challenge Fund. The new walking trails will showcase the diverse range of habitats and wildlife found in the region, including the iconic Binevenagh Ash and the renowned Magilligan dune system. The project aims to provide accessible and enjoyable walkways for all ages, encouraging people to explore the natural landscapes and heritage sites of the Binevenagh area. The new walking trails will also benefit the local community and visitors alike. The new walking trails will provide accessible and enjoyable walkways for all ages, encouraging people to explore the natural landscapes and heritage sites of the Binevenagh area. The new walking trails will promote environmental awareness and encourage further conservation efforts.

The CCGHT Officer has been working with Butterly Conservation NI to deliver a series of practical conservation projects across the Causeway Coast & Glens. The character of the Causeway Coast and Glen has its foundations in the underlying sediments that are the result of millions of years of the Earth’s history. Causey Kelly, CCGHT Officer who has developed a project which focuses on the geological resource of the Glens area. This project aims to provide accessible and enjoyable walkways for all ages, encouraging people to explore the natural landscapes and heritage sites of the Binevenagh area. The new walking trails will promote environmental awareness and encourage further conservation efforts.

BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION
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Grazing in Binevenagh AONB

CCGHT in conjunction with Limavady Borough Council has established a grazing scheme in the Binevenagh AONB. Located within the internationally-renowned Magilligan dune system, noted for its rare and unique nature. The project aims to provide accessible and enjoyable walkways for all ages, encouraging people to explore the natural landscapes and heritage sites of the Binevenagh area. The new walking trails will promote environmental awareness and encourage further conservation efforts.
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